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The epoch of reionization is one of the major phase transitions in the history of the universe, and
is a focus of ongoing and upcoming cosmic microwave background (CMB) experiments with improved sensitivity to small-scale fluctuations. Reionization also represents a significant contaminant
to CMB-derived cosmological parameter constraints, due to the degeneracy between the Thomsonscattering optical depth, τ , and the amplitude of scalar perturbations, As . This degeneracy subsequently hinders the ability of large-scale structure data to constrain the sum of the neutrino masses,
a major target for cosmology in the 2020s. In this work, we explore the kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich
(kSZ) effect as a probe of reionization, and show that it can be used to mitigate the optical depth
degeneracy with high-sensitivity, high-resolution data from the upcoming CMB-S4 experiment. We
discuss the dependence of the kSZ power spectrum on physical reionization model parameters, as
well as on empirical reionization parameters, namely τ and the duration of reionization, ∆z. We
show that by combining the kSZ two-point function and the reconstructed kSZ four-point function,
degeneracies between τ and ∆z can be strongly broken, yielding tight constraints on both parameters. We forecast σ(τ ) = 0.003 and σ(∆z) = 0.25 for a combination of CMB-S4 and Planck data,
including detailed treatment of foregrounds and atmospheric noise. The constraint on τ is nearly
identical to the cosmic-variance limit that can be achieved from large-angle CMB polarization data.
The kSZ effect thus promises to yield not only detailed information about the reionization epoch,
but also to enable high-precision cosmological constraints on the neutrino mass.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The epoch of reionization (EoR) is a source of both
signals and foregrounds in cosmic microwave background
(CMB) observations. The EoR is the period in cosmic
history in which the baryonic contents of the Universe
transitioned from a neutral to an ionized state, as a result of the ionizing radiation emitted by the first galaxies and quasars. Along with the preceding dark ages
and cosmic dawn, it is one of the least well-measured
epochs in observational cosmology. Fortunately, this
situation is set to change with the advent of powerful new facilities that observe the EoR in myriad different ways, including CMB experiments (e.g., Simons
Observatory [1], CMB-S4 [2], LiteBIRD [3]), 21 cm interferometers (e.g., Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array [4], Square Kilometer Array [5]) and monopole experiments (e.g., EDGES [6], SARAS [7], LEDA [8]), highredshift galaxy surveys (e.g., Hyper Suprime-Cam [9],
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James Webb Space Telescope [10], Roman Space Telescope [11]), and many others.
In CMB measurements to date, the most relevant
EoR signature
R t has been the Thomson-scattering optical
depth, τ = t∗0 n̄e (t) σT dt, where the integral runs from
the surface of last scattering (t∗ ) to today (t0 ), n̄e is the
cosmic-average free electron number density, and σT is
the Thomson cross-section. In fact, τ is one of the six free
parameters of the standard model of cosmology, ΛCDM,
although unlike the others it is not a “fundamental” parameter of the Universe. The optical depth predominantly influences the CMB angular power spectra in two
ways: (i) the overall amplitude of the temperature and
polarization power spectra on small scales is proportional
to As e−2τ , where As is the primordial amplitude of scalar
fluctuations; and (ii) the large-scale (` . 30) E-mode
polarization auto-power spectrum is proportional to τ 2 .
These effects arise due to the scattering of CMB photons
off free electrons during the EoR, which scatters photons
out of the line-of-sight (suppressing the temperature and
polarization anisotropies), and generates new polarization anisotropies due to the scattering of the temperature quadrupole (analogous to the generation of E-mode
polarization at the surface of last scattering) (e.g., [12–
16]). The latter effect is a unique signal of the EoR in the
CMB power spectra, while the former effect is essentially
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a foreground, due to the degeneracy introduced between
As and τ , which weakens constraints on the primordial
amplitude. Importantly, this also weakens constraints
on beyond-ΛCDM parameters for which the sensitivity
is dominated by their effect on the growth of structure
between recombination and the present
P day, such as the
sum of the neutrino masses (Mν ≡
mν ). Effectively,
the increased error bar on As due to the τ degeneracy
becomes the limiting factor preventing a detection of Mν
through massive neutrinos’ suppression of the growth of
structure (e.g., [17–19]). Similar degeneracies are present
for dark energy and modified gravity parameters.
This situation strongly motivates measurements of τ
at higher precision. The standard method of inferring τ is via the large-angle E-mode power spectrum.
The current constraint from the Planck 2018 analysis is
τ = 0.054 ± 0.007 [20], although some re-analyses have
claimed error bars ≈ 30% smaller than this [21]. The
ultimate cosmic variance (CV) limit on τ from the primary CMB power spectra is σ(τ ) ≈ 0.002, i.e., roughly
three times smaller than the Planck error bar. Because
this signal requires measurements on the largest angular scales, it is a primary target for a next-generation
satellite mission (e.g., LiteBIRD [3] or PICO [22]), although the Cosmology Large Angular Scale Surveyor
(CLASS) is aiming to get close to this precision from
the ground [23, 24]. This gain would be significant. If
one considers CMB lensing measured by the Simons Observatory (SO) as a late-time structure growth probe,
then the current Planck τ constraint limits the neutrino
mass precision to σ(Mν ) ≈ 0.03-0.04 eV, i.e., a . 2σ detection of the minimal mass allowed by oscillation data
in the normal hierarchy (0.059 eV) [1]. If the CV limit
on τ is achieved, then the identical SO CMB lensing
(and CMB high-` primary anisotropy) data would yield
σ(Mν ) ≈ 0.02 eV, i.e., a 3σ detection of the minimal
mass. Even more significant improvements would be seen
with data from CMB-S4 [2].
Unfortunately, proposed satellite experiments that
would reach the CV limit on τ are at least several years
away from launch. Thus, it is worth considering alternative methods with which to constrain the optical depth,
which is the primary motivation for this paper. In [19],
it was suggested that 21 cm reionization measurements
could be used to constrain τ . The idea is that the 21 cm
power spectrum, which traces the spatial distribution of
neutral hydrogen as a function of redshift, can be used to
constrain a physical model of reionization. This model
can then be used to predict τ . If the model constraints
are sufficiently precise, then τ can in principle be predicted sufficiently well so as to improve on the current
Planck constraints, and eventually surpass even the CV
limit from the primary CMB.
We adopt a similar approach here, but instead of the
21 cm line, we consider the kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich
(kSZ) effect as a probe of reionization. The kSZ effect is
the Doppler boosting of CMB photons as they Comptonscatter off free electrons moving with a non-zero veloc-

ity along the line-of-sight [25–28]. The signal receives
contributions from both the EoR, often called “patchy”
kSZ (e.g., [13, 15, 16, 29]), and from galaxies, groups,
and clusters at late times (sometimes called the “homogeneous” kSZ because the ionization fraction is essentially
uniform after reionization). The EoR kSZ signal depends
sensitively on the astrophysical details of reionization, as
it directly probes the distribution of free electrons. It
is effectively the complement of the 21 cm field, which
directly probes the distribution of neutral hydrogen.
In this work, our primary focus is not on extracting astrophysical information from reionization kSZ measurements — although this is a very worthwhile pursuit —
but rather on using these measurements to constrain τ
and thereby resolve the parameter degeneracy problem
discussed above. We consider two statistical probes of
the EoR kSZ signal: (i) the angular power spectrum
(two-point function) and (ii) a particular configuration
of the trispectrum (four-point function), first pointed
out in [30], with forecasts for τ presented in [31]. In
Sec. II, we describe the reionization model used in this
work and present the relevant two-point and four-point
signals. In Sec. III, we present the CMB experiment setup and sky modeling used in this work, including a detailed treatment of foregrounds and component separation. Sec. IV presents our primary science results, including constraints on τ and the duration of reionization
from the combination of these kSZ statistics. We discuss
these results and future challenges for this program in
Sec. V.

II.

REIONIZATION KSZ

While the kSZ effect has long been recognized as one
of the most promising probes of the intergalactic medium
during and after reionization (e.g., [32–34]), it has begun
to be used only recently to provide constraints on reionization through the analysis of the angular power spectrum of the CMB temperature at ` ≈ 3000 [35–37]. A key
aspect of the kSZ effect is the generation of small-scale
temperature anisotropies by coupling large-scale velocity
perturbations with the patchiness of the ionized field on
small scales. Since, all else being equal, the kSZ power
spectrum amplitude increases the earlier reionization occurs and the longer it lasts, it is an excellent probe of the
reionization history.
The detailed shape and amplitude of the kSZ power
spectrum varies in response to uncertain physical conditions during reionization in a complex way that can best
be modeled with simulations. We use the methods described in Refs. [38] and [39] to simulate the reionization
kSZ signal. Our simulations have as input three fundamental physical parameters controlling the morphology
and history of reionization: the ionization efficiency (or
number of atoms ionized per atom in halos above the
minimum mass), ζ; the minimum mass of halos hosting ionizing sources, Mmin ; and the mean free path of
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FIG. 1: Dependence of kSZ power spectrum on reionization model parameters. The shaded bars show 1σ uncertainties on the power
spectrum, including instrumental noise and residual foregrounds for a combination of CMB-S4 and Planck data (see Sec. III), and sample
variance in the primary CMB and kSZ temperature for our fiducial model. The solid and dotted lines show variation of input model
parameters, Mmin and ζ (left panel), and the resulting reionization history parameters, τ and ∆z (right panel).

ionizing photons, λmfp . The absorption systems that determine the mean free path are the dominant sinks of
ionizing photons, limiting the size of HII regions in the
percolation phase.
The derivative of the power spectrum with respect to
model parameters used in our Fisher forecasts are obtained by running a series of simulations with different
parameters. Each simulation generates a realization of
the ionization and density field on the observer’s past
light cone, from which we generate a map of the temperature fluctuation field, (∆T /T )kSZ , over 1600 square degrees, corresponding to the optical-depth-weighted lineof-sight velocity for z > 5.5. The reionization history
for each simulation on the grid of physical parameters is
used to determine the Thomson scattering optical depth,
τ , and the duration of reionization, ∆z ≡ z75 − z25 , the
redshift interval over which the volume filling factor of
ionized regions evolves from 25 to 75 percent, for each
of these parameters. We also compute the power spectrum for each of these maps which, together with the
mapping from physical parameters to τ and ∆z, is used
for both the two-point and four-point Fisher forecasts,
as described in subsequent sections. The fiducial model
values we adopt are Mmin,0 = 3 × 109 M , ζ0 = 70, and
λmfp,0 = 300 Mpc/h, for which τ0 ' 0.06 and ∆z0 ' 1.2.
We adopt these as fiducial values of τ and ∆z in our
Fisher forecast. Fig. 1 illustrates the effect of varying
the optical depth and duration of reionization on the kSZ
power spectrum, in terms of D` ≡ `(` + 1)C` /(2π).

A.

kSZ from the Two-Point function

As described above, we map the physical parameters
controlling reionization to the empirical parameters τ
and ∆z. Compared to template-based approaches, this
model generates a kSZ power spectrum with an ` depen-

dence. The sensitivity of upcoming CMB experiments
to the temperature power on small scales, the improved
ability to remove foregrounds from the power spectrum
based on multi-frequency maps, and the ability of CMB
polarization data to independently constrain the primary
cosmological parameters all allow one to exploit this ` dependence fully. In particular, Fig. 1 shows the residual
errors from foreground cleaning and instrumental noise
(see Sec. III for details) as shaded bars with simulated
spectra varying the physical reionization parameters as
lines. The spectral shape between 2000 < ` < 8000 is accessible given improved sensitivity over a range of scales.
The parameters Mmin and ζ are the most closely
related to the empirical parameters considered here,
namely the optical depth τ and the duration of reionization ∆z, and we fix λmfp = 300 Mpc/h for this analysis.
The dependence of the power spectrum on the parameters is illustrated in Fig. 1. We compute the spectrum
derivatives for the reionization parameters by varying the
model parameters Mmin and ζ and then use the chain rule
to compute
∂C`
∂ζ ∂C`
∂Mmin ∂C`
=
+
,
∂τ
∂τ ∂dζ
∂τ ∂Mmin

(1)

and similarly for ∂C` /∂∆z. These derivatives are shown
in Fig. 2.
In the Fisher analysis, we adopt a conservative model
for our prior knowledge about the late-time “homogeneous” kSZ contribution. We use a template for
the homogeneous component from [40], normalized to
D` (` = 3000) = 2.0 µK2 . The homogeneous term can be
estimated from simulations, but it is subject to astrophysical and cosmological uncertainties [41, 42]. Given
the degeneracy between the homogeneous and patchy
components, we do not impose strong priors on the homogeneous component. We modify the [40] template as
a power law with a pivot at ` = 3000, with an amplitude
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FIG. 2: Response of kSZ power spectrum to variations in τ and ∆z.
Increase in either τ or ∆z results in more power at ` > 1000. The
differing scale-dependence of the power spectrum response between
the two parameters partially breaks the degeneracy.

and slope with fiducial values of AhomKSZ = 1, αhomKSZ =
0. We marginalize over both terms with a flat, noninformative prior. The constraints are not strongly dependent on the choice of prior for the homogeneous parameters; the homogeneous parameters are constrained
by the data to σ(AhomKSZ ) = 0.42, σ(αKSZ ) = 0.48.
However, imposing a 10% prior on the homogeneous amplitude improves the error on the duration of reionization
by 25%, as discussed in Section IV. We treat the optical
depth inferred from the reionization kSZ signal and the
optical depth inferred from the primary CMB as separate
parameters, allowing both to vary and marginalizing over
the primary τCMB , as our goal here is to isolate the reionization information coming from the kSZ signal alone.
For the two-point forecasts we include the temperature,
polarization, and cross-power spectra (TT, EE, TE). To
be conservative as to any residual foregrounds that persist after multi-frequency cleaning, we restrict the TT
power spectrum to 30 < ` < 3000 and use the TE and
EE power spectrum between 30 < ` < 5000, following
a similar treatment to that presented in [1]. Details regarding the foreground and noise models are given in
Sec. III. Pushing to higher ` in TT could significantly
improve the constraints derived from the two-point function, but would require a very accurate model for the
CIB, tSZ, and other small-scale foregrounds in order to
avoid biases.

B.

kSZ from the Four-Point function

In addition to being the largest blackbody component
in the high-` CMB, the kSZ signal is also significantly
non-Gaussian. This is because small-scale fluctuations
in the ionization fraction are modulated by slowly varying velocity fields, meaning that the locally-measured

kSZ power spectrum varies significantly between different
sightlines with different realizations of the velocity. Such
a modulation can be detected by a four-point function
estimator [30, 31], in close analogy to the one used to
reconstruct the CMB lensing power spectrum. Another
feature of this estimator is that the shape of the measured four-point function is determined by the properties of the velocity field, which is well described by linear
theory. The velocity coherence length acts as a “standard ruler”, allowing us to separate the late-time and
reionization contributions to the kSZ signal in a modelindependent way [30, 31].
In addition to the derivatives of C` with respect to
the parameters (τ, ∆z), for the four-point function analysis, we also need to assume a redshift distribution of the
source of the reionization kSZ signal. Following [31], we
take


2
2
dC`
e−(z−z̄) /2σz
(2)
(z, l, τ, ∆z) = C`,rei (τ, ∆z) p
dz rei
2πσz2
where we take the duration ∆z to be approximately the
full-width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the distribution,
√
such that σz ≈ ∆z/ 8 ln 2, and z̄(τ ) is the mean redshift
of reionization.
In this paper, we use the forecasting formalism of [31],
marginalizing over an arbitrary amplitude and shape for
the late-time kSZ (with no prior) as well as a white noise
contribution. For the purpose of this paper, we define
the reionization contribution as being all of the kSZ signal coming from z > 6. Since the bulk of the late-time
kSZ originating from galaxies and clusters originates from
much lower redshift, we find that our results are insensitive to this particular choice. In addition to providing robustness in separating the late-time component, the kSZ
four-point function has a different parameter dependence
than the power spectrum, allowing for very effective degeneracy breaking, which is the main result of this work
(see Sec. IV).
Gravitational lensing of the CMB creates a four-point
function that could potentially mimic that of reionization. In [30] it was shown that using lensing reconstruction from polarization (which is not affected by kSZ), the
lensing contribution can be reduced to a white noise component, which we marginalize over in the forecast here.
We use temperature modes from 2000 < ` < 6000 in the
four-point forecast.
III.

EXPERIMENTAL ASSUMPTIONS AND
SKY MODELING

In this work, we consider forecasts for the future CMBS4 experiment [2] (first light ∼ 2027), which has sufficient
sensitivity and resolution to enable robust application of
our methods. While ongoing ground-based CMB surveys (e.g., Advanced ACT [43] and SPT-3G [44]) will
also measure the kSZ power spectrum (including reionization contributions), their sensitivity is not sufficient
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to measure the kSZ four-point function [30, 31], which is
crucial for breaking parameter degeneracies, as discussed
in detail below. The SO nominal survey [1] (first light
∼ 2022) may have sufficient sensitivity to make a first
detection of the kSZ four-point function, but the signalto-noise on this statistic is likely to be too low to enable
the parameter degeneracy-breaking described below.
The experimental specifications of the CMB-S4 survey
used here are presented in detail in Ref. [2]. We focus
solely on the high-resolution, wide-area CMB-S4 survey
(the experiment will also include a low-resolution, smallarea, ultra-deep survey for primordial B-modes). Summarizing the setup briefly, the two CMB-S4 large aperture telescopes (LATs) used for the wide-area survey will
include six frequency channels centered at 27, 39, 93,
145, 225, and 280 GHz. The CMB-S4 LATs will employ
diffraction-limited optics on telescopes with a 6-meter
primary dish, yielding a beam with FWHM = 1.4 arcmin
at 145 GHz (and scaling inversely with frequency). Complete details of the CMB-S4 noise modeling — including both instrumental noise and non-white atmospheric
noise with realistic frequency dependence — are located
in Ref. [2]. As an approximate guide, the anticipated
high-multipole white noise level of the CMB-S4 wide-field
survey is 2 µK·arcmin at 93 GHz and 2 µK·arcmin at 145
GHz. This survey will encompass 70% of the sky, but we
assume an effective sky area of 45% for the high-precision
CMB blackbody temperature map reconstruction that is
a necessary first step for the kSZ analyses considered below (our forecasts are thus somewhat conservative).
To forecast an effective post-component-separation
noise power spectrum for the reconstructed CMB blackbody temperature map, we employ the methodology described in Ref. [2] (see Appendix A.3; see also Sec. 2 of
Ref. [1]). Planck data from 30–353 GHz are also assumed
to be used in the CMB blackbody component separation; these data are particularly crucial on large angular
scales where atmospheric noise is significant for CMB-S4
and other ground-based experiments. Nevertheless, we
emphasize that the forecasts here are driven by the highsensitivity, multi-frequency data of CMB-S4 on small angular scales, where the kSZ signal dominates the blackbody sky. In total, we consider thirteen frequency channels, six from CMB-S4 and seven from Planck. Our component separation analysis includes realistic models of all
major sky signals and foregrounds for every Planck and
CMB-S4 frequency channel, combined with the CMB-S4
noise modeling mentioned above and white noise for the
Planck channels (with noise levels from [45, 46]). We
then analyze these sky models with a harmonic-space internal linear combination (ILC) [e.g., 47] code to compute
post-component-separation noise power spectra for the
cleaned CMB blackbody temperature map, N`T T . These
power spectra thus capture the contributions of residual
foregrounds and noise due to the detectors and atmosphere.
For simplicity, we use “standard” ILC noise power
spectra here, in which the total variance of the final
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FIG. 3: Signal and noise power spectra. The thick black curve
shows our fiducial reionization kSZ power spectrum, computed in
a model with λmfp = 300 Mpc/h, ζ = 70, and Mmin = 3 × 109 M ,
which yields τ = 0.06 and ∆z = 1.2. The dashed black curve
shows our fiducial late-time kSZ power spectrum, while the thin
blue curve shows the lensed primary CMB temperature power spectrum. Both of these contributions are spectrally degenerate with
the reionization kSZ signal. The thick green curve shows the effective noise power spectrum determined from CMB-S4 and Planck
data using an ILC method, while the dashed green curve shows the
naı̈ve noise power spectrum in the absence of foregrounds.

blackbody map is minimized (subject to a constraint that
preserves the signal), but in which no particular contaminant is explicitly required to vanish. Future analyses may
necessitate the use of CMB blackbody ILC maps with
particular component SEDs nulled (e.g., tSZ or approximate CIB SEDs) via a constrained ILC procedure [e.g.,
48, 49] so as to mitigate possible biases from these contaminants. It may also be the case that the kSZ power
spectrum will be inferred through an analysis directly
at the power spectrum level, i.e., without first constructing a foreground-cleaned blackbody map. (Measuring the
kSZ four-point function will almost certainly require constructing a foreground-cleaned map first.) Both of these
analysis choices could modestly increase the error bars
on the forecasts presented here. High-frequency maps
from, e.g., CCAT-prime [50] could be useful in mitigating foreground contamination effects, particularly due to
the cosmic infrared background (CIB). Due to current
uncertainties in CIB modeling, we defer detailed consideration of this issue to future work employing an end-toend map-based simulation framework.
Fig. 3 shows the final post-component-separation noise
power spectrum used in this analysis, as well as the CMB
blackbody signal comprised of the lensed primary temperature power spectrum and the kSZ power spectrum.
The latter includes contributions from both reionization
and the late-time universe, as labeled in the figure. For
comparison, the figure also shows a naı̈ve noise power
spectrum that would result if all of the frequency maps
were co-added with inverse-noise-variance weighting only,
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and no foregrounds were present in the sky. This highlights the importance of fully modeling all signals in the
mm-wave sky in such forecasts.
IV.

RESULTS

We show the individual and joint constraints on ∆z
and τ from the kSZ two-point and four-point functions in
Fig. 4. The two-point function is weakly constraining on
the optical depth compared to the standard constraints
from the primary CMB, but tightly constrains the duration of reionization. Conversely, the four-point function
is more sensitive to the optical depth than to the duration of reionization. When combined together, and also
folding in the Planck primary CMB constraint on τ , the
joint forecast yields a (marginalized) covariance matrix


9.3 × 10−6 −4.7 × 10−4
Cov(τ, ∆z) =
−4.7 × 10−4
0.063
so that σ(τ ) = 3 × 10−3 and σ(∆z) = 0.25. The error on
σ(∆z) reduces to σ(∆z) = 0.2 if we place a 10% prior on
the amplitude of the homogeneous signal. This constraint
on τ is nearly as tight as a CV-limited constraint from
the primary CMB (σ(τ ) = 2 × 10−3 ), as targeted by
next-generation satellite missions.
The different degeneracy direction between the twoand four-point estimators is straightforward to explain:
while changing parameters such as the duration of reionization changes the power spectrum, it will also change
the amount of non-Gaussianity in a different way. For example, a shorter reionization epoch would lead to a more
non-Gaussian kSZ field, and enhance the four-point function compared to the two-point function. By measuring
both, we can effectively break the parameter degeneracy
and obtain tighter limits on reionization.
Since the four-point estimator involves four powers of
the map noise, one may wonder whether it would perform
better in a deeper but smaller survey (e.g., the “delensing” survey planned for the CMB-S4 primordial gravitational wave search [2]), rather than in the shallower wide
survey considered here. A simple estimate indicates that
because of foregrounds, the reduction in effective noise
is not large enough to compensate for the decreased sky
area, and thus the wide survey considered here is expected to yield better performance.
V.

DISCUSSION AND CHALLENGES

Fig. 4 clearly illustrates the power of combining the
four-point and two-point constraints due to their complementary degeneracy directions in the reionization parameter space. Given this statistical power, a careful
consideration of potential biases and systematics of these
probes is necessary, which we briefly outline here.
Foreground cleaning: Multi-frequency coverage is crucial for isolating the blackbody kSZ signal from other,

non-blackbody foregrounds in the high-` CMB, such as
the thermal SZ effect and the CIB. At the power spectrum level, these contributions can be simultaneously fit
in a multi-component analysis, although accurate modeling will be needed. To be conservative in this work,
we have not used modes at ` > 3000 in the two-point
function forecast. For the four-point function, it is likely
optimal to first construct a foreground-cleaned blackbody map before measuring the statistic. The late-time
kSZ contribution is explicitly marginalized out in the
four-point analysis, but it is important to have a sufficiently flexible model of the late-time power spectrum
to marginalize over in the two-point analysis. Additional constraints from cross-correlations with spectroscopic galaxy surveys will also help to reduce uncertainty
associated with the late-time contribution to the power
spectrum. Precisely calibrating residual biases in either
estimator due to foreground leakage or mismodeling will
require dedicated simulations, but this should not be an
insurmountable obstacle on the timescale of CMB-S4.
Reionization modelling: Perhaps the largest source of
uncertainty is the physical modelling of the reionization
process in a standard UV-dominated scenario, and more
specifically in the parameter dependence of the mean free
path, efficiency, and mass. Alternative reionization scenarios involving very high-redshift sources would involve
different values of the parameters and model assumptions
than those considered here. We leave the investigation
of the sensitivity to these models to future work; however, the precision of the model parameter constraints in
this analysis implies that we will indeed be able to rule
out other models including reionization from early X-ray
binaries, population III sources, rare quasars, or other
exotic reionization scenarios. Also, our ability to pin
down the exact model of reionization will be enhanced
through cross-correlations of CMB-S4 data with external data sets such as 21-cm and Lyman-α emitter surveys (e.g., [51]). Finally, we note that independent CMBbased constraints on the reionization history and optical
depth τ from the large-scale EE power spectrum measurements will further break the degeneracy by removing
uncertainty on one axis.
Non-patchy optical depth: Here we have assumed that
all the patchiness in the ionization field will be resolved
by the measurements. However, certain scenarios, such
as reionization due to dark matter decay or annihilation
or very hard X-ray sources, allow for additional contributions to the optical depth that do not contribute patchiness (or the bubbles are too small to be resolved given the
finite beam size). Thus, these constraints are technically
a lower limit on the optical depth.
Covariance: In the analysis above, we assumed that
the kSZ two-point and four-point functions had zero covariance. This assumption holds if the patches in which
these signals are measured are non-overlapping on the
sky, in which case the noise covariance is clearly zero
and we can straightforwardly combine them. If they are
overlapping, the calculation involves computing ∼ 400
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FIG. 4: Constraints on the duration of reionization and optical depth. The vertical shaded contours are 68% and 95% confidence regions
from the primary CMB anisotropies measured by Planck, which constrain the optical depth to an error of σ(τ ) = 0.007 (the primary CMB
does not constrain ∆z). The angled contours show forecast reionization constraints from the kSZ power spectrum (pink) and the kSZ
four-point function (blue), as derived from CMB-S4 and Planck data. The black contours show forecast constraints from the combination
of all three probes. The complementary degeneracy directions of the two-point and four-point functions effectively break the degeneracy
between the reionization parameters, yielding tight constraints on both τ and ∆z: σ(τ ) = 0.003 and σ(∆z) = 0.25.

six-point functions, and we leave it to future work (a
simulation-based analysis may be more tractable). The
uncorrelated assumption also holds if we use two different experiments on the same patch of sky, since our constraints are dominated by high-` information where the
primary CMB is negligible.
While overcoming the challenges mentioned above will
require significant effort, this is well justified by the kSZ
reionization constraints forecast here. The tight constraint on τ will enable neutrino mass constraints from
upcoming surveys that utilize the full statistical power
available from large-scale structure data, including CMB
lensing. The reionization constraints will yield rich astrophysical information about the nature and distribution
of the ionizing sources, in particular when kSZ data are
jointly analyzed with 21 cm data, intensity mapping surveys, high-redshift galaxy and quasar studies, and other
probes of the EoR.
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